GROVE TO BUILD HOTEL ON BATTERY PARK HILL

Don't Know Where He's Going, But Is on His Way

BY BILLY BORNE

Democratic Party Leaders In
North Carolina Pledge Anew
To Their Forward Program

Organization Chiefs Celebrate State's Greatest
Democratic Victory.

NORWOOD REPORTS
On Gain In State
Bonham Takes Largest
Majority Nov. 7 to
Bliss Ticket.

IRISH FREE STATE
BILL PASSES THE
SECOND READING

Conservative Majority
Accepts Principle of
New Constitution.

LONDON, Nov. 7. (By The
Associated Press)--The Long
Controversial Irish Free State
Bill passed the second reading
in the British Parliament to-day.

It was the second reading that
the Government prayed for, the
Government praying for it to
be passed to the House of Lords
for the same purpose.

The Government gave the
bill the name of the Irish Free
State Bill, and the Constitution
Bill.

The bill, which was
introduced by Mr. J. A. Birkenhead,
was read a second time to-day.
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